The Sierra Institute for Community and Environment seeks Sierra Field Crew Members and Leader

The Sierra Institute for Community and Environment is seeking an experienced and motivated individual to fill the position of Sierra Field Crew Leader. The selected applicant will help train and supervise a crew designating trees for a timber harvest designed to improve forest resilience on the Lassen National Forest in northeastern California.

We are also seeking highly motivated individuals to fill the position of Sierra Field Crew Member (5). Prior experience is not required so much as a willingness to learn and work hard in a team environment.

Positions are open until filled, review of applications will begin February 8, 2019. Expected term is April 1 - June 30, 2019. Dates are subject to change.

Visit www.sierrainstitute.us/jobs for a full description of both positions and application instructions or email jobs@sierrainstitute.us with questions.
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